As expressed in the Rules of Submission of articles to Biomedical journals, proposed by the International Committee of the Writers of Medical Newspapers (ICMJE, on 2006), the patients rights for protection of their private life forbids the publication of articles without a consent. No information allowing the identification of the patients must be published, whether it is in the text or in the photos or still in an indirect way except when the information in question is essential in the scientific interest of the study and with the consent by the patient, the relatives or the legal guardian. A specific consent is then required having shown the article under its definitive shape before publication and in accordance with the French law concerning the protection of the private life and the use of the individuals. In purposes of medical research. In case of doubt, a consent is required. If information which can identify the patients is distorted to protect their anonymity, the authors have to supply the insurance of the preservation of the scientific validity of their study. The authors, the writers and the owe follow the French regulations in protection of the private life in connection with the medical research.